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AThe Ancient Greek philosopher Antisthenes asserted:
“ρ σφας  τν νµτων πσκεψις”, meaning the
origin of wisdom lies within the insight of the words. In
ancient times, medicine was an integral part of the science of
philosophy, and much medical language derives from ancient
beliefs. The value of medical terminology lies in its close
relationship with the history of medicine, which is interrelated
with scientific achievements and ongoing medical progress.
The term “aortic aneurysm” has an international use in med-
ical practice. This article explores the origins, etymology, and
historical evolution of aortic aneurysm.
ETYMOLOGY OF THE MEDICAL TERMS
“AORTA” AND “ANEURYSM”
The aorta is the main trunk of the arterial system, which
arises from the heart and transfers blood to all parts of the
human body. The term originates from the ancient Greek
word ρτ (aorte); this derives from the verb ρτω
(aorteo), which is the lengthened form of ερω (aeiro),
meaning “to lift,” “to raise,” “to be hung up.”1 The roots
of the term may be traced in the ancient notion that the
heart is suspended from the aorta, in the same way an object
hangs from a strap, so that the aorta lifts and raises the heart
up. The term aorta (ρτ, aorte) has common etymolog-
ical origins with the word ρτρ (aorter  shoulder
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oplites, from where the sword was hanging (Fig 1).1
The word aorta probably has common etymological
rigins with the medical term artery. The word artery
erives from the Greek word ρτηρα (arteria), which is a
ompound word consisting of ρ (aer), which means
air,” and τηρεν (terein), which means “to keep.”2 The
ord ερω (aeiro, whose lengthened form is ρτω-
orteo) derives its etymological root from the word ρ
aer), which justifies the common origins of the words aorta
nd artery (Fig 2). Furthermore, this derivation suggests
he ancient belief that arteries were windpipes carrying air
πνεupsilontildeµα, pneuma air). The difference between the blood
essels and the bronchial tubes was not yet known. Early
natomists supposed both structures carried air, because
hey were empty in cadavers. This is consistent with Hip-
ocrates’ initial use of the word aorta to describe the main
irway trunk carrying air into the lungs.
Aneurysm is a medical term used to describe a patho-
ogic condition of arteries and veins, and is defined as a
ermanent localized dilatation of a blood vessel. The ety-
ology and origins of the word aneurysm may be traced in
he ancient Greek language. It derives from the word
νεupsilonacuteρυσµα (aneurysma), which means “a widening,” “an
pening.”3 This is a compound word consisting of the
refix νω (ano), which means “up,” and the word εupsilonlenisρupsilonacuteς
eurys), which means “wide,” “broad.”
ISTORICAL ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF
HE MEDICAL TERMS
The initial description of arterial aneurysms may be
raced back to Ancient Egyptian times, but although iden-
ified in the Ebers Papyrus, no specific medical term to
escribe anatomical structures (aorta, arteries) and patho-
ogic conditions (aneurysm) was applied.4 The medical
erm aorta was introduced in medicine by Hippocrates (ca.
60 B.C.  ca. 370 B.C.). He used the word to describe
he trachea and the bronchial tubes. One century later,
ristotle, who was a Greek philosopher, biologist, and
ractitioner of medicine, transferred the use of the term to
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hangs. The false notion that the aorta and arteries carry air
was later realized, even though the use of artery for “wind-
pipe” in English continued until as late as the mid-17th
century. To specify the windpipe, the term ρτηρα
τραεα (arteria tracheia), which means “rough artery,”
referring to its rough cartilaginous structure, was applied.
The term aneurysm has not been encountered in any of
the medical writings and teaching of the ancient Greek
period. Rufus of Ephesus, a Greek physician who lived in
the early Roman period (the first century A.D.), was prob-
ably the first one to introduce this term into medical
practice.4 One of his principal surviving medical works and
treatises is entitled “On the Names of the Parts of the
Human Body,” and is quoted by Galen. Galen (A.D.
Fig 1. Ancient Greek hoplite wearing the shoulder strap (ρτρ
 aorter), from where the sword is hanging, resembling the aorta
from which, according to ancient beliefs, the heart is hanging.
Fig 2. Etymology of the medical term “aorta.”129-201) was an outstanding physician, surgeon, and phi- Sosopher, who significantly contributed to the understand-
ng of various medical disciplines. His major contribution
as his research on the circulatory system, and he was the
rst to distinguish arteries from veins. He gave the first
escription of an aneurysm, recognizing the false variety
nd aneurysms arising spontaneously by dilatation.5 Antil-
us, a Greek surgeon of the second century A.D., provided
he earliest report on the treatment of peripheral aneurysms
y ligating the arterial inflow and outflow, and removing
he contents of the sac.5 His scientific achievements sur-
ived through the medical recordings of Oribasius (A.D.
25-403), who was an eminent Byzantine surgeon and
hysician dealing with surgery on aneurysms.5 There was a
apse in progress in the ensuing millennium, until the
volution and expansion of the terms “aortic aneurysm”
nto Western medicine and international medical terminol-
gy was through Ambroise Paré (1510-1590 A.D.) and his
riend and colleague Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564 A.D.).
hey were the first surgeons/anatomists to describe ab-
ominal and thoracic aortic aneurysms (Fig 3).6
In conclusion, knowledge of the etymology and roots
f the medical nomenclature epitomizes the long history of
he science, and contributes to our understanding of cur-
ent cornerstones of medical research and future progress.
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